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Purpose AutoCAD is used to create and edit two-dimensional and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) drawings, 3D models, 2D graphics, and technical illustrations. The AutoCAD software package consists of 2D and 3D drawing editors, drafting tools, mathematical and scientific tools, components for mobile devices, a web-based 2D and 3D designer, and a suite of other tools.
General functions Creating and editing 2D and 3D drawings AutoCAD is used to create and edit 2D and 3D drawings. It is a vector-based 2D/3D computer-aided design (CAD) software product developed by Autodesk. Using AutoCAD, the user creates and edits 2D and 3D drawings by manually selecting objects, using tools and commands in a 2D or 3D space, such as to

move, rotate, and/or mirror objects. The user can then save or publish the drawings or convert them to different file formats. For more on this topic, see AutoCAD Drawing Functions. AutoCAD is available for two modes of use: in 2D or 3D. The 2D view allows the user to create drawings in a 2D space, such as on a page, or in a multiple window space, such as a drawing area
containing a number of drawings. In the 3D view, the user can create drawings in a 3D space, such as in a room or hallway. The 2D and 3D views can be combined. The user can also use objects in other files as reference objects or imported objects to create and edit drawings. The 2D view is further divided into two subviews, the wireframe and the solid/shadow views. Both

of these views can be combined in the 2D view. The 2D view can also be divided into layers. On most 2D and 3D drawing views, there is a grid, which can be turned on or off. When the grid is on, objects can be accurately positioned, or their locations can be determined by the centimeter. Objects can be dragged in the 2D and 3D views to different positions, which can be
manipulated by the "hand tools". Some 2D and 3D drawing views allow the user to add or change lines, arcs, and polygons. Lines, arcs, and polygons can be freely edited and manipulated on the screen
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"VML" or "Visual Basic for Applications" is an API for running VBA macros. .NET is a set of C# and Visual Basic components for use with Visual Studio and the Mono/.NET development platform. Cracked AutoCAD With Keygen Architecture integrates 3D, MEP, and utility information through VIsual LISP programming. Accessibility Cracked AutoCAD With Keygen is a legally
mandated accessibility program participant. AutoCAD Crack For Windows's accessibility program involves making the program easier to use for all users and is aimed at all ages. In 2015, Autodesk launched a web application with Windows 10 called AutoCAD Product Key Browser on the Microsoft Edge web browser. AutoCAD is designed to be accessible to users with visual
impairments. The interface can be adapted to be used by people who are blind, partially sighted, have low vision, or are legally blind. Adapting a drawing to make it accessible is not difficult and can be done in a matter of hours. The key component of accessibility is providing a tool that can be used in producing drawings. Although accessible tools are not developed for it,
tools are available for users to adapt objects for use with graphics tablets. The base for many accessible tools are OLE tools. Autodesk developers are encouraged to use the OpenLaszlo programming language when implementing accessibility for tools. Features The design of AutoCAD allows for easy editing of files when they are imported into the program or when they are
written to a file that can be imported again in the future. Drawing features include data display, analysis, visualization, annotation, and in-place editing. AutoCAD supports the saving of a single drawing as multiple layers. This allows for the display of multiple versions of a drawing. The only limit to the layers is that a single layer cannot be saved twice. In the layer system,
each layer has its own set of properties, including layers, colors, linetypes, dimensions, and symbology. The user can switch from one layer to the next by using the mouse, keyboard shortcuts, and by double-clicking in a drawing. AutoCAD features a comprehensive drawing environment. Drawing tools include the ability to edit existing lines, curves, and polygons. Points

can be added to a drawing either by typing the points address or by using the address of a point stored in a table. The table can be created or modified as desired and its addresses can be entered in either relative or absolute form. The table can also be set to af5dca3d97
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Install Autocad 2015 1. Install Autocad 2015 Install Autocad on your computer as explained in the preceding section (Autocad installation with a serial key). * If you bought a physical copy of Autocad for activation, do not activate your copy. Instead, buy a retail key. * If you bought a keygen to activate Autocad, do not use it. Instead, generate your own license key. * If you
do not have a copy of Autocad or bought a retail license key and do not have the activation serial key, you must contact Autodesk Sales to get a new activation key. * If you already own Autocad, follow the steps in **Configuring and Activating Autocad** to activate your version. 2. Activate Autocad - Click on "Autodesk Account" on Autocad's main window. * If you bought a
retail key, this page will show the keys available for you to buy. If you already have a license, you will be able to see your license key. * If you bought the keygen, you must contact Autodesk Sales to generate the serial key that will activate your copy of Autocad. * If you do not have a copy of Autocad or bought a retail license key and you do not have the activation serial
key, you must contact Autodesk Sales to get a new activation key. ## Release notes

What's New In AutoCAD?

eDrawings for eDrawings: Coordinate View: Specify the coordinate view that's most useful for your project. (video: 1:18 min.) New drop-down menus and setting options: Revised coordinates grid editing menu. Revised coordinate grid formatting. Revised coordinate grid type options. Revised Scale to Fit option. Revised Shape option. Revised Zoom option. Revised Layout
option. Revised Select Reference Frame option. Revised Working Path Settings option. Revised drawing templates. Revised plotter settings. Automatic generating of symbols in Draw and Plot. Automatic dragging of the right mouse button in eDrawings to perform commands. Revised drop-down menus for plotting (drawings) and plotting (points) commands. Revised drop-
down menus for working with coordinate systems (model space, area, spline, layout, width/height, title, 3D, viewport, 2D, and project), with 4 new options. Revised drag & drop for eDrawings by holding the button without moving the mouse. Revised the On-Screen Display (OSD) showing the active command and drawing data and color. Revised the OSD showing object
information and properties. Revised the OSD showing source file information and the source file window. Revised OSD showing coordinate system information and the options. Revised the OSD showing the mouse, with the option of switching to the mouse pointer. Revised OSD showing an extra function arrow. Revised the OSD showing the eDrawings Status bar (play,
reset, pause, stop, resume, and fullscreen). Revised drawing templates, including the ability to save all the templates from the File menu. Revised the Plot settings, including plotting. Revised the Drawing settings, including preferences. Revised the Drawing tools and command selections, including the ability to select, copy, and paste tools. Revised 2D and 3D settings.
Revised the Properties pane. Revised the Camera toolbar. Rev
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

1 GPU: Nvidia GTX 650 or Radeon HD 7870 or better 1 CPU: Intel Core i5 4590, AMD FX-8150 or better 1 System: Windows 8.1 64-bit, Windows 8 64-bit, Windows 7 64-bit, or Windows 7 SP1 64-bit DirectX: Version 11 Hard Drive: 1 GB DirectX: Version 9 Mouse Keyboard Monitor: 1024×768 minimum resolution, 32-bit color Resolution
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